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Negative refration and superlensing in a 2D photoni rystal struture
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We experimentally and theoretially studied a new left-handed (LH) struture based on a photoni

rystal (PC) with a negative refrative index. The struture onsists of triangular array of retan-

gular dieletri bars with dieletri onstant 9:61. Experimental and theoretial results demonstrate

the negative refration and the superlensing phenomena in the mirowave regime. The results show

high transmission for our struture for a wide range of inident angles. Furthermore, surfae termi-

nation within a spei� ut of the struture exite surfae waves at the interfae between air and PC

and allow the reonstrution of evanesent waves for a better fous and better transmission. The

normalized average �eld intensity alulated in both the soure and image planes shows almost the

same full width at half maximum for the soure and the foused beam.

Left-Handed-Materials (LHM) are materials with si-

multaneously negative dieletri permittivity "(r) and

negative magneti permeability �(r). The phase velo-

ity of the light wave propagating inside this medium

is pointed in the opposite diretion of the energy �ow.

Thus, the Poynting vetor and wave vetor are antipar-

allel, onsequently, the light is refrated negatively. The

existene and impat of suh materials was �rst pointed

out by Veselago

1

. Years later, several theoretial and ex-

perimental groups investigated the LHM

2,3,4,5

. For LHM

based on PCs, Notomi studied light propagation in a

strongly modulated two-dimensional (2D) PC

6

. Luo et al

have studied subwavelength imagining in PC

7

. Cubuku

et al demonstrated experimentally single-beam negative

refration and superlensing in the valene band of 2D PC

operating in the miro wave regime

8

. Foteinopoulou et al

emphasized the time evolution of an EM wave as it hits

the interfae between a right-handed (RH) and a LH ma-

terial interfae

9

. Pendry was the �rst who suggested that

a slab of lossless LHM with both "(r)and �(r)equal to

-1 should behave as a perfet lens

10

, i.e, the small de-

tails as well as the larger ones ould be reprodued by

suh a lens. The reonstrution of the evanesent wave

omponents is the key to suh perfet fousing. It is

shown in another study

11

how the evanesent waves get

ampli�ed upon reahing the interfae between a RH and

LH medium and onsequently how they partiipate in

improving the quality of the image. Homogeneous meta-

materials and PCs were used to demonstrate the e�et.

The main hallenge is to �nd a struture with n = � 1

for whih the mathing ondition are veri�ed with no

re�etions. The andidate struture should have three

harateristis. First, it should exhibit almost isotropi

Equal Frequeny Surfaes (EFS) in the band with neg-

ative urvature

5

. Seondly, it should guarantee the ab-

sene of any higher order Bragg re�etions for any angle

of inidene. Finally it should guarantee single beam

propagation.

In this paper we propose suh a struture based on

PC. The proposed struture meets all the required on-

ditions and has a refrative index very lose to n = � 1

as well as a high transmission at the desired frequeny.

Additionally, with an appropriate ut and a spei� ter-

mination of the surfae, the proposed struture fouses

the image in a better way by exiting the surfae waves

and enabling them to ontribute toward the quality of

the image. Furthermore, for di�erent inident angles,

the ut struture demonstrates a high transmission as

well as a maximum oupling with the surfae modes at

the interfaes. The proposed struture onsists of a tri-

angular array of dieletri bars with a dieletri onstant

"= 9:61 in air. The dimensions of eah bar in the x and

y diretions are respetively rx = 0:40a and ry = 0:80a

where a = 1:5875 m is the enter to enter separation

between bars. The length of eah bar is l= 45:72 m.

Fig. 1 shows the struture with more details. Only the

transverse magneti (TM) modes are onsidered here (

the E �eld is parallel to the rods).

The plane wave method is used to ompute the pho-

toni band struture as well as the EFS. Some of the

(a) (b)

Figure 1: (a) A triangular array of dieletri bars in air with

rx = 0:40a and ry = 0:80a, where a = 1:5875 m is the lattie

onstant. (b) A piture of the struture with 33 layers in the

lateral diretion and 9 layers in the propagation diretion.

http://arxiv.org/abs/cond-mat/0409703v1
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theoretial results are obtained using the Finite Di�er-

ene Time Domain (FDTD) method. This method shows

a time and spae evolution of the emitted EM waves.

More details of this algorithm an be found in referene

12

.

In all the FDTD simulations we report, LIAO bound-

ary onditions

13

are used. Depending on the desired

onditions for the ase under study, the soure emits

a monohromati TM- (E-) polarization of desired di-

mensionless frequeny. A Gaussian soure (Gaussian in

spae and "almost" monohromati) is plaed outside the

struture to hek the negative refration. However, a

point soure also exites the surfae waves at the inter-

fae between RH and LH material. The photoni band

struture as well as the EFS in k spae are shown in

Fig. 2. The quantity (fa=c) is the dimensionless fre-

queny where c is the veloity of light and a is the lattie

onstant. The seond band, extending from 0:27 to 0:40,

has a negative urvature and is of partiular interest. To

study the system and to ompute the refrative index,

the EFS are plotted for di�erent frequenies. Note that

the EFS onsist of the allowed propagation modes for a

spei� frequeny and in our ase, they have losed on-

ave like form. Within the seond band the shape of the

EFS tends to beame irular for higher frequenies and

reprodues the symmetry of the system for lower frequen-

ies. It is important to notie that in ontrary with the

triangular lattie with irular ross setion for whih

the hexagonal symmetry is onserved on the lattie as

well as on the satterers, this struture with retangular

rods lose its hexagonal symmetry for the satters when

the wave is traveling along a spei� diretion. Thus

the breaking of the symmetry gives some anisotropy in

the struture. Thus, the EFS are not totally isotropi

beause of the breaking of the symmetry. Therefore, the

omputed refrative index of our struture using the EFS

plot is somehow a�eted by the anisotropy and is not ex-

atly equal to � 1 instead, it ranges from � 0:97 to � 1:22.

Transmission measurements are performed to verify

and test the negative refration and superlensing. The

experimental setup onsists of an HP 8510C network ana-

lyzer, a waveguide horn antenna as the transmitter, and

a monopole antenna as the reeiver. The PC used for

the negative refration experiment has 9 layers in the

propagation diretion (�M ) and 33 layers in the lateral

diretion (�M ). The interfaes are along the �K dire-

tion. In all the experimental and theoretial results, the

eletri �eld is kept parallel to the bars. The operational

frequeny that leads to a struture of approximatively

n = � 1 is 6.5 GHz whih orrespond to a dimensionless

frequeny of fa=c = 0:345. For the negative refration

the horn antenna is oriented suh that it makes an angle

� with the normal to the �K interfae.

To examine the negative refration, we �rst measure

the transmission along the �rst interfae in the �K di-

retion without the PC. We repeat the measurement but

this time with the PC and alulate the transmission in

the viinity of the seond interfae. The results are plot-

ted in Fig. 3. It is shown learly how the enter of the
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Figure 2: ( olor online) (a) The photoni band struture

for the TM polarization. (b) The Equal Frequeny Surfaes

(EFS) with di�erent dimensionless frequenies shown on the

orresponding urves.

outgoing Gaussian beam is shifted toward the left-handed

side of the enter of the inident beam. This is a lear

indiation of the negative refration ourring inside the

struture. To get a further insight about the negative or

positive shift, Fig. 4 explains in details in whih ases we

have positive or negative refration.

It is important to notie that experimentally we did

observe the negative refration for di�erent angles. This

on�rms that the negative refration relies entirely on the

LH behavior of the system and not on the onvex shape

of the EFS

5,7

. For a partiular angle of � = 30�, the

lateral shift was 3.2 m whih orrespond to a negative

angle inside the LH PC of � 15�.

Further insight about the �eld distribution inside this

struture an be gained by observing the E �eld inside
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Figure 3: The transmission at the �rst ( solid line) and seond

interfae ( dashed line) of the PC versus the lateral position.

Arrows indiate the refrated beam's diretion depending on

positive or negative shift.

Shematis of Positive and Negative Refration

Negative Refration

Positive Refration

Seond interfae

First interfae

Figure 4: ( olor online) Shematis of positive and negative

refration. For negative refrated beam, the enter is shifted

to the left hand side of the inident beam and for the positive

refrated beam, the enter is shifted to the right hand side of

the inident beam.

a LH PC's slab plotted in Fig. 5 after 77:33T , where

T = 2�=! is the period of the inident waves. The stru-

ture length along the lateral diretion is about 13:8� and

about 2:98� in the propagation diretion. A Gaussian

beam soure with � = 46 m m is plaed outside the PC

making an angle � = 30� with respet to the normal to

the interfae whih is the �M diretion. The FDTD sim-

ulation is performed by disretizing the real spae into a

�ne retangular grid of (a=54 and a=92 for the x and y

axes respetively). A time step of �t= 24:90 ps is used.

The distribution of the �eld inside the PC shows how

the beam is negatively refrated inside the PC and pos-

itively refrated outside the PC parallel to the inident

beam. The theoretial result is in a good agreement with

the experiment sine it gives a negative refrated angle

of about � 15�.

An important advantage of this struture is its prop-

erty to allow single beam propagation. The struture

Figure 5: (olor online) The E �eld of a Gaussian beam

propagating along 30
�
diretion after 77:33T . The struture

is 13:8� in the lateral diretion and 2:98� in the propagation

diretion.
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Figure 6: The transmission along �M diretion versus the

dimensionless frequeny. The solid arrows indiate the theo-

retial gaps as alulated from the band struture.

was designed in suh a manner that only one beam prop-

agation is allowed eliminating the undesired Bragg re-

�etions inside the PC

5

. One of the interesting features

of this struture ompared to the other LHM based on

proposed PCs is its high transmission. Fig. 6 displays

the transmission versus the dimensionless frequeny. The

experimental urve shows the high transmission of the

struture over a wide range of frequenies inluding the

operational one. The arrows in this �gure show the the-

oretial indiation of the gaps. As predited by the band

struture, the experimental urve shows two gaps in the

�M diretion one between 0.25 and 0.276 and the other

one starting at 0.41. Thus, the agreement between the

band struture and the experimental urve is very good.

In order to get an idea about what is happening in-

side the struture we examine the transmission in both
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Figure 7: The transmission versus the frequeny for both �M

and �K diretion.

diretions. Fig. 7 shows the transmission in the �M and

�K diretion versus the frequeny. This struture at the

dimensionless operational frequeny (0:345) has a good

transmission in the �M diretion and a weak transmis-

sion in the �K diretion. A weak transmission in the �K

diretion enhane the transmission in the propagation di-

retion whih will be a ritial issue for the superlensing

phenomenon. It was argued

14,15

that the fousing seen

at the edge of the �rst band in a square lattie

7

was not

due to negative refration but to anisotropi propagation

resulting to the funneling e�et. This is not the ase in

our struture. As we will show latter, the fousing and

the superlensing in our struture relies on negative re-

fration and on oupling to the surfae states.

In order to investigate the superlensing phenomenon, we

experimentally measure the intensity of the fous for the

same struture used in the transmission measurements (

33 layers in the lateral diretion and 9 layers in the prop-

agation diretion). Two probes are used. The �rst one

is plaed at a distane of 0:2� from the �rst interfae of

the PC and the seond one at the same distane from

the seond interfae. We �rst measure the transmission

with and without the PC . Fig. 8 shows the two resulting

urves. This �gure demonstrates the high intensity of

the fous and that the transmission is enhaned by more

than 20 dB for the setup with the PC ompared to the

one without the PC. The solid urve also shows a high

transmission at the edge of the struture at x=� ’ 1:75.

This might due to the limited lateral length of the stru-

ture and to the support station whih might give some

re�etion at the edge.

Theoretially, we investigate the superlensing within a

slab of PC with a dimension of 20:7� in the lateral di-

retion and 1:20� in the propagation diretion. A point

soure with a dimensionless frequeny 0:345 plaed at a

distane 0:15� from the �rst interfae of the PC is used.

A time step of �t= 26:5 ps and a �ne retangular dis-
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Figure 8: The transmission versus the lateral position of a

probe plaed at a distane 0:2� from the �rst interfae without

the PC (dashed urve ) and with the PC (solid urve) at

6.5 GHz or a dimensionless frequeny (fa=c)= 0:345.

(a)

(b)

Figure 9: (olor online) Snapshots of the E �eld after 68:49T

of a point soure loated at 0:15� and its image through a

PC slab of 20:7� in the lateral diretion and 1:20� in the

propagation diretion. (a) shows the omplete struture and

(b) shows the struture with a surfae ut of 0:10a.

retization mesh of a=40and a=92 in the x and y diretion

are used. Fig. 9(a) and Fig. 9(b) show the snapshots of

the E �eld after 68:49T for the omplete struture and

the one with 0:10a termination. By the termination or

ut 0:10a we mean that we ut 0:10a from the �rst and

last rows of the bars. Notie that in order to exite the

surfae waves at the interfae, we studied di�erent ter-

minations of the surfae

16,17

. Among the di�erent uts,

one surfae termination sueeds in exiting the surfae

waves as shown in Fig. 9b. In this ase the ut was about

0:10a . For both Figures ( Fig. 9a and 9b) a fous is ob-

tained. However, a better image with a higher intensity

is obtained when surfae waves are involved. The surfae

waves in Fig. 9b are learly shown as propagating along

both the �K interfaes.

One way to verify the good quality of the image om-

pared to the soure is to plot the average �eld inten-
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Figure 10: The normalized average �eld intensity at the

soure (blak urve) and image plane (dashed urve) versus

the lateral diretion.

sity over a period at both the soure and image planes.

Fig. 10 displays the normalized average �eld intensity

versus the lateral diretion for the ut struture. The

full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the image beam

is 0:35� and it is almost the same as the FWHM at the

soure. This result shows that the ut struture, whih

supports surfae waves fouses in perfet way the objet.

Thus with a soure that is not too lose to the struture

(0:15�)we sueed in exiting the evanesent waves and

ahieving a better fous.

Apparently our struture with 0:10a ut surfae seems

to be a good andidate for superlensing beause we

ahieved a quite high transmission over a wide range

of angles. Fig. 11 presents the transmission versus the

angle of inidene for di�erent values of surfae termina-

tions. By trying di�erent terminations we managed to

optimize the transmission. For the omplete struture,

the transmission start at 80% for normal inidene, it

gets high for a short range of angles then it drops to less

than 20% for angles larger than 70�. However the stru-

ture with a surfae termination of 0:10a (see Fig. 11)

shows the maximum transmission for all inident angles.

Thus, the transmission is about 95% for angles up to

40�, and more than 80% for angles up to 65� and more

than 50% for angles up to 78�. This result shows �rst

how the transmission gets enhaned by the means of the

exitation of the surfae waves for a non homogeneous

struture. Seond, high transmission over a wide range

of inident angles exludes the possibility of the funnel-

ing e�et

14,15

and aentuate the fat that the negative

refration in our struture is purely a result of negative

behavior

5

and not a prefered propagation diretion.

In onlusion we have systematially studied a LH

struture based on a PC with a negative refrative index.

Our experimental and theoretial results show the nega-

tive refration as well as the superlensing phenomenon in
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Figure 11: Transmission versus the angle of inidene for dif-

ferent surfae terminations.

this struture. Furthermore, surfae waves at the inter-

fae between air and the PC are exited within a spei�

termination of the surfae allowing the reonstrution of

the evanesent waves for better fous. The alulated

average �eld intensity in the soure plane as well as in

the image plane shows almost the same full width at half

maximum demonstrating the perfet image reprodued

by this new struture. Its high transmission along a wide

range of angles makes it a good andidate for observing

LH behavior in PCs.
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